8:00 am  REGISTRATION AND BELONGING BREAKFAST
Welcome to the showcase! Start your day with a continental breakfast while setting your intention for what why you’re hear, what you hope to experience, who you hope to meet and what you will do with what you’ve learned.

9:00 am  WELCOME
Land Acknowledgement
Dr. Mia Settles-Tidwell, Vice President for Inclusive Excellence & University Diversity Officer

Black Labor Acknowledgement
Mellonie Richardson, Director of Talent Acquisition, HR Employee Services

Student Reflections on the AICP
Veronica Boulos, Executive Director, ASI
Isabella Jimenez Director of Social Sciences and Interdisciplinary Studies, ASI

Understanding the AICP and the Promote Sac State Initiative
Dr. Mia Settles-Tidwell, Vice President for Inclusive Excellence & University Diversity Officer

9:15 am  KEYNOTE
Dr. Luke Wood, President Sacramento State

9:35 am  IN CONVERSATION WITH PRESIDENT WOOD
Sumaya Mayaar, Health Sciences ('26) and Inclusive Excellence Student Intern

9:50 am  BREAK

10:00 am  AT THE (ROUND)TABLE ACTIVISM: EMPOWERING CHANGE FROM WITHIN
This session gives you the opportunity to take action and solve real equity dilemmas that our campus needs to address as part of our collective roles in advancing the AICP.

11:00 am  BREAK

11:15 am  EXPRESS PRESENTATIONS
Choose a session and learn how our campus community has advanced the AICP through quick presentations with time for questions at the end.

ADVANCING THE AICP THROUGH FILMMAKING
Stop the Hate: Asian American Student Documentaries About the Pandemic
Featuring student filmmakers, Ella Bajar and Katherine Moua, along with course instructor, William Gow. These projects are supported in part by a “Stop the Hate” grant from the California Department of Social Services.

ADVANCING THE AICP THROUGH CAMPUS COMMUNITY SUPPORT
Growth of Pregnant and Parenting Student Support from 2023-2024
Presented by The Parents & Families Program

Chicxan/Latinx Faculty and Staff Activism at Sac State
Presented by Dr. Heidy Sarabia, Associate Professor, Sociology; Dr. Rosa Martinez, Associate Professor, English; Osvaldo Ramirez, Lecturer, Theatre and Dance; and Dr. Crystal Velazquez, Administrative Support Coordinator, College of Continuing Education.
ADVANCING THE AICP THROUGH STEM INITIATIVES

Student Led Cultural Competency in Peer Assisted Learning
Presented by Mariam Damlakhi, PAL facilitator, Bio-Medical Science ('25); Jaeanna Hill, PAL facilitator, General Biology ('24); Vincent Pigno, Associate Professor, Mathematics and Statistics; and Kevin Josh Salimo, PAL facilitator, Health Science, Biology and Deaf Studies ('27)

The Grace Project: A student-developed Program to Support STEM Supply Needs for Success in Math and Science Courses
Presented by Enid T. González-Orta, Ph.D., Professor of Biological Sciences; Co-Director (Interim), Center for Science and Math Success; Director, Science Educational Equity Program; PI, Sacramento State RISE Program; Campus Co-Coordinator, CSU-LSAMP Sac State

CSU-LSAMP: A Model for Best Practices in Broadening Participation in STEM
Presented by Semarhy Quiñones, PhD, Lead Project Director, CSU-LSAMP Statewide Office and Nicole Campos Project Manager, CSU-LSAMP Statewide Office

Math Literacy Program: Raising the Voices of Underrepresented Communities
Presented by Brianna Davis, Mathematics & Statistics Graduate Student ('25) and Sayonita Ghosh Hajra, Associate Professor Mathematics & Statistics

ADVANCING THE AICP THROUGH INNOVATIVE COURSE & DEGREE PROGRAMS

Advancing the Antiracist Inclusive Campus Plan through the Inclusive Syllabus Faculty Learning Community (FLC)
Presented by Corinne Rowland, EdD, Universal Design for Learning Lead in the Academic Technology Services (ATS)-IRT; Cryssel Vera, Accessible Technology Coordinator, Universal Design for Learning Program/Academic Technology Services - IRT

Expanding Our Alignment with the AICP: Lessons from the Doctorate in Educational Leadership Program
Presented by Dr. Sheeva Sabati, Assistant Professor & Graduate Coordinator, Educational Leadership &Policy Studies; Dr. Elizabeth H. Morgan, Interim Director & Assistant Professor, Educational Leadership &Policy Studies; Dr. Rose Borunda, Associate Director, Educational Leadership & Policy Studies EdD program; Consultant, Inclusive Excellence & Academic Affairs

Full Circle Project Learning Community: Cohort on Censorship of Asian Americans in the Media
Presented by Jaze Piolo, Business Admin (Business Analytics) ('27); Nicholas Koy, Criminal Justice ('27); Long Truong, Computer Science ('27); Meleni James, Deaf Studies ('27); and John Chang, Computer Engineering ('27)
RESTORATIVE JUSTICE IS SERVED - LUNCH AND LEARN
Fill your mind while you fill your stomach! Look for placards throughout the ballroom that highlight the work of University Enterprises, Inc. to address food equity by rethinking where they source their food and diversifying their menus to make our community feel at home on our shared campus.

BECOMING FINANCIALLY ACCESSIBLE: FINDING OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES FOR YOUR COURSE
Presented by Dr. Andrea Terry, Affordable Learning Solutions (ALS) Campus Coordinator, Communication Studies and Will Reliford, Jr., Center for Teaching & Learning Faculty Associate, Recreation, Parks, & Tourism Administration

SISTAHOOD EMPOWERMENT: ELEVATING THE LEGACY OF BLACK WOMEN AT SAC STATE
Presented by Dr. Leha A. Hawkins, Communications & Programs Specialist for Inclusive Excellence; Mellonie Richardson, Director of Talent Acquisition, HR Employee Services; Lanaya Lewis, M.A., Public Information Officer University Communications; Dawn Adams, Development Assistant, University Advancement; and Mashariki Lawson-Cook, Audit Manager, Auditing & Consulting Services

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING WITH COMMUNITY PARTNERS AND STUDENTS TO ADDRESS BARRIERS TO EQUITY IN OUR INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS
Presented by Jaime Jackson, Assistant Professor and Internship Program Director, Political Science

INCLUSIVITY AND INTERCULTURAL INTELLIGENCE: EXPANDING AUTHENTIC ENGAGEMENT AND BELONGING IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Presented by D’Yahna Baker, Cellular & Molecular Biology and Clinical Lab Science (’24); Trinity-Paris Foster, Biochemistry (’24); Brandon Williams, Psychology M.A. (’26); Daniel Adedeji; Ashlynn Deu Pree, History M.A. (’25); and Tina Jordan, Assistant Vice President of Equity and Belonging in Peer Programs & Director of Peer and Academic Resource Center (PARC), Undergraduate Studies

BEING A BLACK STUDENT LEADER AT A PWI/HSI: NAVIGATING CHALLENGES AND EMBRACING OPPORTUNITIES
Presented by Sabrina Charleston, Psychology (’25); MLK Student Leader, MLK Center; and Scholar, Mentor Lead, Recruitment Lead, and Community Liaison, Cooper Woodsen Center
Inductive Teaching for Increasing Academic Achievement Among First-Gen Learners and Learners from Historically Underrepresented Communities
Presented by Dr. Jude Antonyappan & Dr. Krishna Guadalupe, School of Social Work

Exploring Self and Community Using the Identity Wheel
Presented by Dr. Rachael Marshall Associate Professor Counselor Education, Clinic Coordinator, CFA Chi Sigma Iota- Chi Sigma Sigma Chapter; Cierra Fischer Clinical & Rehabilitation Counseling Intern ('24); Monserrat Zamora Lopez Clinical & Rehabilitation Counseling Intern May 2024; Angelina Chang, Clinical & Career Counseling Intern ('24); and Quinton Randall Goss, Clinical & Marriage, Couples, Counseling intern, ('24)

A Taste of B + B (Belonging and Bridging) at the AICP
Presented by Derek Bradley, Director of Belonging Education and Support (interim), Office for Cultural Transformation, Division of Inclusive Excellence and A.B.D, Educational Leadership

Enhancing Accessibility with Ally in Canvas: A Hands-On Workshop
Presented by Corinne Rowland, Ed. D, Universal Design for Learning Lead in the Academic Technology Services (ATS)-IRT and Cryssel Vera, Accessible Technology Coordinator, Universal Design for Learning Program/Academic Technology Services - IRT

Empowering Allyship: Strategies for Supporting Each Other
Presented by Brittany Young, Assistant Professor, Psychology; Paulette Garcia Peraza, Assistant Professor, Psychology; Phillip Akutsu, Professor, Psychology; and Ashley Auerbach, graduate student, Psychology, MA

Embracing AANAPISI at Sacramento State
Presented by Dr. Timothy Fong, Professor of Ethnic Studies & Director, Full Circle Project (FCP); Marietess Masulit, Project Manager, Office of Equal Opportunity; Hnou Lee, Advising & Outreach Coordinator, FCP; and Xia “Billy” Lo, Programming Coordinator, FCP

Embracing Diversity: The Power of Inclusive Language in Fostering Respect and Understanding
Presented by Itzel Aceves-Azuara, Assistant Professor, Psychology Greg Kim-Ju, Professor, Psychology

Understanding the Migrant Student Experience in Higher Ed
Presented by Lilia Contreras, Program Coordinator, College Assistance Migrant Program, CAMP and Gabriele Bermudez, Retention Specialist, College Assistance Migrant Program, CAMP

3:00 pm BREAK

3:15 pm CAUGHT IN THE ACT ANTIRACISM & INCLUSION SPOTLIGHT AWARDS
Join us as we shine a spotlight on students, staff, faculty, and administrators, for going above and beyond to address bias, champion belonging, serve in excellence, and advocate for equity, to create a more just campus community.

3:30 pm FROM CONVOCATION TO SHOWCASE: ADVANCING THE AICP
Frances L. Palu, Health and Human Services Budget Analyst

FACULTY REFLECTIONS ON THE AICP

3:40 pm THE HORNET HOT SEAT
To close the day, students compete to see who knows more about the AICP and what was presented at today’s showcase.
Hosted by Jourdian Jackson, Journalism ('24) and Inclusive Excellence Student Intern

4:00 pm SHOWCASE CONCLUDES
DROP-IN ACTIVITIES
While the Showcase is underway, the following will be open on a drop-in basis:

**STORYTELLING BOOTH - 10:00 am - Noon**
Do you have a story to tell about how you’ve experienced antiracism and inclusion on our campus? Have you had a moment where you felt like you belonged on this campus? Have you had a moment when you did not feel you belonged and wished it had gone better? We want to hear from you! Take a moment to visit the Storytelling Booth and record your story.

**SATELLITE STINGERSTUDIO MAKERSPACE - 11:00 am - 2:00 pm**
Drop in to learn about the great work of the Library’s StingerStudio Makerspace in a one-day pop-up in the Union, where you’ll get to see some of their amazing maker machines, while also creating your own AICP-themed button.

**RESOURCE FAIR - Noon - 2:00 pm**
Meet and learn more about our campus partners and all the ways they are advancing the AICP in their part of the university.